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ABSTRACT 
We use aggregation techniques to represent an associative memory by a smaller 
memory, which we call a cache, which approximates it. There is never a cache miss as 
in the case of RAM, but rather a degradation of the information sought, a soft miss. 
Three variants are given, and the degradation error is characterized for each. The 
discrete Fourier transform provides an example. In the appendix, we sketch an 
approach to refinement of the memory approximation. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We provide a notion of cache for (hetero)associative memories. This 
suggests how the concept of virtual memory for RAM may be carried over to 
associative memories. The cache is the smallest and fastest element of a 
memory hierarchy, and the place where information which is currently 
relevant is kept. This small memory acts as the much larger full memory or 
virtual memory. The cost of this for RAM is the cache miss when the cache 
must have its contents changed. In the associative memory case the cache hit 
(or miss) of the RAM case is replaced by a soft hit (or miss), so to speak. The 
associative cache always returns something, namely an approximation to the 
full memory. The point is that accessing the cache is faster. In the RAM case, 
the speedup is achieved in two ways. First, the cache, being a smaller 
memory, has less hardware, and so it has a shorter access time (i.e., in the 
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complexity sense). Second, being smaller, the cache is typically implemented 
in faster hardware than the main memory. The technology approach is 
certainly available for the associative cache, and so also is the complexity 
advantage. For the latter, see Hopfield (1990), where the basic time for a 
boolean decision, of which the associative memory access is composed, is 
shown to have logarithmic complexity in the digital case and exponential 
complexity in the analog case. In the associative memory case this speedup is 
paid for by a degradation in the association. While methods of refinement for 
improving the result of accessing the cache, such as by means of a memory 
hierarchy (vertical or horizontal), is left to further work, (see Mjolsness, 
Garrett, and Miranker, 19911, we suggest in the appendix a possible approach 
to refinement using residual correction. 
We use aggregation techniques (see Chatelin and Miranker, 1982) to 
compress the contents of an associative memory, creating a smaller memory, 
the cache. We present three kinds of cache, depending on how the informa- 
tion in the associative memory is aggregated. In the first case (aggregation on 
the right), the signal, key pairs are clustered, but the number of features is 
invariant. Here the cache is of the same dimension as the original, only the 
content quantity is reduced. In the second case, the features are clustered, 
but the number of signal, key pairs is preserved. Here the cache is of lower 
dimension, and the content (number of data pairs) is invariant. The third case 
combines the first two, aggregating features (on the left) and information 
pairs (on the right). This cache is smaller both in dimension and in the 
number of data pairs. 
We deal here with the case of linear memories only (see Kohonen, 1988; 
Simpson, 1989), leaving the extension to nonlinear associative memories such 
as those achieved by analog relaxation neural nets (see Hertz et al., 1991) to 
future work. We conclude with an example which uses the discrete Fourier 
transform. 
2. THE CACHE 
We are given a set of q signal, key pairs, say pairs of n-vectors 
Cxi, Yi), i = l,...,q. 
Let 
x = [XI,..., “J 
y = [y I,..., y,]. 
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Then storage of these pairs in a (hetero)associative memory called M 
corresponds to defining a memory matrix, also called M, where 
M = YX+. 
The superscript + denotes the pseudoinverse. Note that M is an n X n 
matrix. Accessing the memory with a vector x produces the output y, where 
y = Mx. 
First Notion of Cache: Aggregation on the Right 
We represent the memory M by an aggregated memory (a cache) called 
M,. To do this, we introduce an aggregation matrix R,, say a q X m matrix. 
Let 
X, = XR,, 
Y,. = YR, 
(n X m matrices) be aggregations of X and Y, respectively. Then 
M, = Y,.X:. 
We collect dimensions in the following table: 
X Y x+ yx+ R, XT Y, x: k;x: 
nx9 nX9 9xn nXn 9xm nXm nXm 111 x II nXn 
While M and M, are both n X n matrices, the memory contents are 
different. M has q pairs while M, has m pairs, and we suppose that 
q > m. 
The point is that for a memory of a given dimension, we expect the one with 
the smaller content to have faster access (see Hopfield, 1990). The query of 
M and M, by x yields 
y = Mx and yr = hf,x, 
respectively. The error is 
e, = y - yr = [YX’- YR,(XR,)+]x. 
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Let us find a Z such that 
R,( XR,) + = x+z. 
The most general such Z is 
z = XR,( XR,) + + w - xx+ w, 
where W is arbitrary. Then 
Now 
e, = YX’[ z - z]x. 
x+[w -xx+w] = 0, 
since X+xX+ = X+. Then 
e, = YX+ [ Z - XR,( XR,) + ] x = E,x. 
Note the same result follows trivially on choosing W = 0 in the expression for 
Z. 
Since XR,(XR,)’ is an orthogonal projection operator onto the subspace 
of aggregated signals, the error operator E, is small with the loss of 
information suffered on making this projection [i.e., E, tends to zero with the 
projection error, Z - XR,(XR,)+]. 
Second Notion of Cache: Aggregation on the Le$ 
Now let us find a cache which is smaller in dimension. We introduce 
some notation. Let 
P, = RT and rr, = P,R,. 
Let R,P, = I, so that rrf = rl. 
Now let 
X, = R,X, 
YL = R,Y, 
M, = Y,Xy’. 
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We suppose that 
m < n. 
so that the m X m matrix M, is smaller than M although, like M, it depends 
on ~1 signal, key pairs. The point is that of two memories with the same 
number of stored pairs we expect the one of smaller dimension to have faster 
access (see Hopfield, 1990). Access to the cache by x yields 
Of course, Q is an m-vector, and so, to compare y and yI, we just prolong Q, 
viz., 
yl = P[Q. 
Then the error el is given by 
“r = Y - Yl 
=y -P,ij 
= (M - P,M,R,)x 
= E,x. 
Now 
E, = YX+- P,R,Y( R,X)+ R,. 
Let us find a matrix Z such that 
(R/X) + = X+ZR;. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for this equation to have a solution is 
X+X(R,X)+P,fP, = (R,X)+. 
This condition defines a particular solution 
Z, = X( R,X)+ I-‘;. 
The most general solution is 
z = z, + w - XX+wp,p,+. 
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However, 
Then 
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X+ZP,R, = X+X( R,X)+ P,+P,R, = X+2,. 
E, = M - r, MZ,r, 
= (I - r/)M + vr,M(Z - Z,rl) 
= (I - rnl)M + qM[(Z - rl) + (I -Z&q]. 
Note that 
Then 
We summarize the essential content of this relation in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. E, tends to zero with 
I-7r, and (I-Zo)rl (a) 
or with 
I-7rl andI-Z,. (b) 
Z,rl = X( R,X) + Z’,+P,R, 
= X(R,X)+ R,. 
RIZ,,mlX = R,X. 
Third Notion of Cache: Aggregation on Both the Right and the Lef 
Here we combine the aggregations of both the previous cases. Let 
X,, = R,XR,, 
Ylr = R,YR,, 
M,, = y,,xl’,* 
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The memory matrix M,, is an rnl x ml matrix, corresponding to m, pairs. 
Access to M,, is given by 
Using the previous methods, we may show that the error matrix in the 
present case ( y - ylr = E,, x> is 
E,, = M - IT, MZ,r,, 
z, = XR,( R,XR,) + P/+ 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
An example is supplied by the discrete Fourier transform matrix 
T = [etjkw]j,O,n_l. 
k.1.n 
We take 
R, = T Y 
to be the first q rows of T. Aggregation on the left computes the discrete 
Fourier transform of the data vectors, but filters the components of fre- 
quency higher than 4. Thus aggregation (caching) here amounts to smoothing 
the data by filtering out its high frequency content. 
APPENDIX 
We suggest how the process of residual correction might be used as a 
refinement technique for improving the approximation delivered by access to 
the cache. We confine our attention to the case of aggregation on the right, 
the two remaining cases being analogous. 
We adopt a backward error correction technique and note that the 
quantity sought, y = Mx may be viewed as the solution of 
M+y=x-(I-M+M)w 
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